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Security Researcher

Lorem Ipsum Dolor



SkyJack Combo Breaker

MySpace WormKeySweeper
evercookie
OwnStar
OpenSesame

ProxyGambit

pwnat

USBdriveby



Other Works
❖ Charlie Miller & Chris Valasek

❖ 2010: UCSD/UW Research 
(CD player, Bluetooth, etc)

❖ Relay Attacks (Amplification) 
on PKES

❖ Tesla talk later today!

❖ Cryptographic attacks on 
KeeLoq

❖ HiTag2 Immobilizer Disabling

❖ OpenGarages

❖ iamthecavalry

❖ Lots of others…



Thanks EFF!









use fcc.io, thanks Dominic Spill!









1 MHz - 6 GHz
half-duplex transceiver
raw I/Q samples
open source software / hardware
GNU Radio, SDR#, more
dope as shit

HackRF One
from Michael Ossmann



Replay Attack w/HackRF
❖ hackrf_transfer -r 390_data.raw -f 390000000 # listen

❖ hackrf_transfer -t 390_data.raw -f 390000000 # transmit

❖ # profit

❖ Don’t need baud rate

❖ Don’t need modulation/demodulation

❖ Can be within 20MHz

❖ Can act as a “raw” code grabber/replayer…but it’s 
more interesting than that.



RTL-SDR
24 - 1766 MHz
raw I/Q samples
RX only
RTL2832U



Lorem Ipsum Dolor

GNU Radio 
(the stick shift of SDR)



GQRX
waterfall views
demodulation
save to WAV

pretty
Linux & OS X Only





SDR# Works on Windows
Sorta kinda on OS X



rtl_fm
terminal based
quick and easy
demodulates





Test Report



Modulation Schemes



Modulation Schemes

ASK 
(OOK)2FSK

2FSK



   1     1     0         1    0         1    0      0      0       0

ASK (OOK) 
10-bit Garage



Fixed Code 
Garages

8 - 12 bit code
~2ms per bit + ~2ms delay
5 signals per transmission

(((2 ** 12)*12) +
((2 ** 11)*11) + 
((2 ** 10)*10) + 
((2 ** 9)*9) + 
((2 ** 8)*8)) = 88576 bits
88576 bits * (2ms signal + 2ms 
delay) * 5 transmissions = 
1771520ms = 1771secs =

29.5 minutes



Lorem Ipsum Dolor

   1          1      0          1       0            1      0        0         0         0

1771 secs / 5 = 354.2 = 6 mins



Thanks Mike Ryan!
Saturday, 3pm, Track Two
Hacking Electric Skateboards
Mike Ryan & Richo Healey

354.2 secs / 2 = 177 secs = 3 mins



Where does one code end 
and the other begin?

Bit shift register?



Bit Shift Register

Code only clears one 
bit at a time while 
pulling in next bit

A 13 bit code tests two 
different 12 bit codes!
1000000000001
100000000000 
1000000000001



De Bruijn Sequence

00110
00110
00110
00110
vs 00011110

00110 (5 bits) tests all 4 
different 2-bit sequences
instead of 8 bits total





De Bruijn Sequence

((2 ** 12) + 11) * 
4ms / 2 =
8214ms = 
8.214 seconds

For every 8 to 12 
bit garage code



Yard Stick One rfcat
by Michael Ossmann
TI CC1111 chipset

by atlas
Friday, 5pm, Track Two
Fun with Symboliks





#ImAnEngineer



Mattel IM-ME Previously hacked by:
Dave
Michael Ossmann
Travis Goodspeed
Hacker Barbie

TI CC1101 chipset
sub-GHz transceiver
screen, backlight, keyboard, stylish



Lorem Ipsum Dolor

GoodFET
by Travis Goodspeed

open source JTAG 
adapter / universal 
serial bus interface



OpenSesame

based off of Michael Ossmann’s opensesame ASK transmitter
https://github.com/mossmann/im-me/tree/master/garage

https://github.com/mossmann/im-me/tree/master/garage






Lessons

❖ Don’t use a ridiculously small key 
space (duh)

❖ Require a preamble/sync word for 
beginning of each key

❖ Use rolling codes…











Lorem Ipsum Dolor

RemoteLink Login



RemoteLink Login 
(base64 decoded)



SSL MITMA

❖ Raspberry Pi

❖ FONA GSM board

❖ mallory (SSL MITMA)

❖ dns spoofing (api.gm.com)

❖ iptables

❖ Alfa AWUS036h

❖ Edimax Wifi dongle

❖ pre-paid SIM card

http://api.gm.com




802.11 Probe Requests





OwnStar





OwnStar



Lessons
❖ Validate certificates from CA

❖ Better yet, use certificate pinning and ignore 
CAs altogether

❖ Hash password with random salt on 
authentication (challenge-response)

❖ Always assume you’re on a hostile network



BAD TO THE PWN



Key Fobs & 
Rolling Codes



National Semiconductor 
“High Security Rolling 
Code” chip

Thanks Michael Ossmann for 
helping decipher this!



Rolling Codes
❖ PRNG in key and car
❖ Synced seed + counter
❖ Hit button, key sends code
❖ Hit button again, key sends 

next code
❖ If Eve replays the code, car 

rejects it because already used
❖ Should be difficult to predict 
❖ Prevents replay attacks



Replaying Rolling Codes

❖ Capture signal while 
remote out of range 
from vehicle/garage

❖ Replay later
❖ This is lame since we 

have to have access to 
the key, and it has to 
be far from the car



We’re Jammin



Jam + Listen, Replay
❖ Jam at slightly deviated frequency

❖ Receive at frequency with tight 
receive filter bandwidth to evade 
jamming

❖ User presses key but car can’t 
read signal due to jamming

❖ Once we have code, we stop 
jamming and can replay

❖ But…once user does get a 
keypress in, new code invalidates 
our code!

Car’s
Receive 
WindowJammin Signal

My
Receive 
WindowReceive 

WindowJammin Signal

Car’s
Receive 
WindowJammin Signal

My
Receive 
Window



Jam+Listen(1), Jam+Listen(2), Replay (1)

❖ Jam at slightly deviated frequency

❖ Receive at frequency with tight 
receive filter bandwidth to evade 
jamming

❖ User presses key but car can’t read 
signal due to jamming

❖ User presses key again — you now 
have two rolling codes

❖ Replay first code so user gets into 
car, we still have second code

Receive 
WindowJammin Signal

Car’s
Receive 
WindowJammin Signal

My
Receive 
Window



Programmable Signal
Output Polarity
The transmit (TX) output pin signal polarity and quiescent
state output is controlled by the TxPol bit, which may be
configured in EEPR0M. If TxPol e 0, the TX output pin will
be at a logic low when no frame is transmitted, or when a
‘‘0’’ appears as data in a frame. Conversely, if TxPoI e 1,
the TX output pin will be at a logic high when no frame is
transmitted, or when a ‘‘1’’ appears as data in a frame.

This option allows the designer to choose between a config-
uration where a logic ‘‘1’’ represents power transmission
(for example, when an RF stage is activated by driving the
base of an NPN transistor), and a configuration where a
logic ‘‘0’’ represents power transmission (for example, when
an IR LED is connected between VCC and the TX output).

Data Frames
The NM95HS01/02 HiSeC Generator transmits the encrypt-
ed data it generates as data frames. These frames are
transmitted through an IR or RF transmitter stage using the
bit coding format selected.

The NM95HS01/02 transmits two types of data frames: a
normal data frame, and a synchronization (sync) frame. The
format of each frame is similar, but there are slight differenc-
es to suit the purposes of each. Normal data frames are
used to transmit encoded data in general operation. Sync
frames are used to synchronize (or initialize) the HiSeC to its
decoder.

Data frames are comprised of a number of different fields.
Each field occupies a fixed position in the data frame, and
serves a specific purpose. Most data fields are user-configu-
rable to some extent. The user may enable/disable the
presence of a field, control its length, or modify its format.
The user also has several options available to tailor the data
frame transmission format, such as pause time between
frames, and time-out time. Options are configured by pro-
gramming the on-chip EEPR0M array. The content and for-
mat of each of the fields is discussed below.

NORMAL DATA FRAME

The NM95HS01/02 HiSeC Generator transmits normal data
frames in general operating mode. Frame transmission be-
gins each time a key switch is asserted, and continues as
long as the key is held down. The device has an option to
terminate transmitting data frames, and go into halt mode, if
a key is held down for more than 80 seconds (if the
TlMEOUTEN feature has been enabled).

The normal data frame format contains both dynamic code
and key application data (in the data field). Since the length
of several fields is adjustable, there are several possibilities
for the length of the data frame. The shortest possible nor-
mal data frame is 29 bits, and the longest possible normal
data frame is 92 bits. 24 bits of dynamic code, 4 bits of key
application data, and 1 stop bit are always present.

The composition of a normal data frame is shown in Figure 4.

SYNC FRAME

The NM95HS01/02 HiSeC Generator transmits sync
frames only in sync mode so that it can synchronize itself
with its decoder. This mode occurs only during initialization
of the device, or after holding a key down for more than 10
seconds (if the AutoResync feature has been enabled).

The sync frame format contains both start code and a fixed
4-bit sync code of 0000. This sync code replaces the key
application data in the data field, and is used to confirm
HiSeC sync mode to the decoder.

Sync mode is built into the generator to allow resynchroni-
zation of the device under certain conditions as a conve-
nience to the end user. If the designer wishes to preclude
any possible resynchronization, the presence of the sync
code allows the decoder to detect any synchronization at-
tempt.

Since the length of several fields is adjustable, there are
several possibilities for the length of a sync frame. The
shortest possible sync frame is 45 bits, and the longest pos-
sible sync frame is 96 bits. 40 bits of start code, 4 bits of
sync code, and 1 stop bit are always present.

The composition of a sync frame is shown in Figure 5.

0/11 bits 0/8 bits 0/20/24 bits 4 bits 24/36 bits 0/8 bits 1 bit

Preamble
Sync Key ID Data Dynamic Parity Stop

Field Field Field Code Field Bit

FIGURE 4. Normal Data Frame Configuration

0/11 bits 0/8 bits 0/20/24 bits 4 bits 40 bits 0/8 bits 1 bit

Preamble
Sync Key ID Sync Start Parity Stop

Field Field Code Code Field Bit

FIGURE 5. Sync Frame Configuration

Data Frame Fields
Data frames are comprised of a number of data fields. Each
field occupies a fixed position in the data frame, and serves
a specific purpose. Most data fields are user-configurable by
programming the on-chip EEPROM array. The content and
format of each field is discussed below, as well as the EEP-
ROM options available.

All data frame fields are transmitted Most Significant Bit
first.

THE PREAMBLE

The user has the option of allowing a preamble to be trans-
mitted as the first frame of either a normal data frame or a
sync frame. This option is enabled/disabled by setting the
PreamblePresent bit in the EEPROM array. PreamblePre-
sent e 0 means no preamble is transmitted. PreamblePre-
sent e 1 means an 11-bit preamble is transmitted as de-
scribed below.

The purpose of the preamble is to generate a relatively long,
clearly recognizable bit pattern to give the decoder a
chance to ‘‘wake up’’ and configure its logic circuits and
registers. This allows the receiver to be placed in a standby
mode to conserve power for battery applications.

The preamble is only transmitted once as the first frame of a
data transmission, regardless of how long the key is held
down, although the remaining frames of the data transmis-
sion (including any inter-frame pauses) will continue to re-
peat as long as the key remains depressed.
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Protocol 
Abuse

Data Frame Fields (Continued)

KEY ID FIELD

The key ID field is another user option. Both its presence
and the length of its field can be configured in EEPROM. If
FixPresent e 0, no key ID field will be transmitted with the
frame. If FixPresent e 1, a 24-bit field will be transmitted.

The contents of the key ID field are programmable by the
user. Its purpose is to provide a unique identification code
for each user key to allow a decoder to identify a particular
key in applications where a decoder may be configured for
multiple keys. Since the key ID register allows 24 bits, there
are 224 possible key combinations. Each user key will be
unique, and take full advantage of the HiSeC Generator’s
high security coding scheme.

The field size is selected with the FixSize bit. If FixSize e 1,
the 24-bit field is selected. If FixSize e 0, the 20-bit field is
selected. Since a full 24 bits are allowed in the Key ID regis-
ter, the NM95HS01/02 will transmit the most significant 20
bits if FixSize e 0. The field is transmitted in the user-se-
lected bit coding format.

DATA FIELD

The data field is transmitted with every frame. It has several
uses, which are discussed here.

The primary use of the data field is to indicate which key
switch has been pressed. Since each key switch input can
be associated with a particular application, the decoder can
determine which function to initiate.

The data field is 4 bits long, and each key switch input is
associated with a particular bit in the field. If any key switch
is pressed, its corresponding bit in the data field will be seen
as a ‘‘1’’. Any key switch not pressed is seen as a default
‘‘0’’. Key bits are transmitted in the order: K1, K2, K3, K4.
The sync code field in the sync frame is a special case of
the data field, and is found in the same position in the data
frame. In any sync frame, the sync code is always 0000, so
the decoder can always distinguish between a normal data
frame and a sync frame. Since each bit represents a key,
and a data frame is initiated as a result of pressing a key, it
is not possible to have all zeroes in a normal data frame.

The data field can also serve as a low battery indicator. This
is an option which can be enabled by setting the Compar-
eEnable bit. If CompareEnable e 1, and the NM95HS01/02
detects a low battery level, the device will signal that fact by
alternating between transmitting normal data frames with
the correct key usage information, and transmitting normal
data frames with a data field of 1111. In the first data frame,
the data field will represent the true state of the four key
inputs. In the next frame, this field will be all ones. This
sequence will be repeated as long as frames are being
transmitted. For sync frames, this field will not alternate, and
the data will remain 0000 regardless of the battery level.
Setting CompareEnable e 0 disables the low battery detect
option.

DYNAMIC CODE FIELD

The dynamic code field is transmitted with every frame, and
its length is programmable. If DynSize e 0, a 24-bit field is
sent; if DynSize e 1, a 36-bit field is sent. Its function is to
provide a secure dynamic code which changes with each
new transmission. The field is the result of combining the
11-, 13-, and 16-bit CRC registers using non-linear logic and
feedback. The result of this process is stored in the
24-/36-bit buffer register. If DynSize e 0, 24 of the possible
36 bits are transmitted in the field. Increasing the field
length provides additional security.

The start code field in a sync frame is a special case of the
dynamic code field. In sync mode, 40 bits of data are sent
regardless of the setting of the DynSize bit.

PARITY FIELD

The parity field is an 8-bit field that is transmitted with every
frame to ensure data integrity. It is a user option that is
enabled by setting ParityPresent e 1.

The parity check is a bytewise exclusive OR-ing of all the
bytes in the data frame from the sync field to the dynamic
code field. The preamble, parity field and stop bit are not
included. In practice, the parity process works as follows: bit
m of the 8-bit parity field is a modulo 2 addition of the data
frame bits m, ma8, ma16, . . . to the end of the frame. If
the addition of the ‘‘1’’s in these bits is odd, bit m of the
parity field is set to ‘‘1’’. If the addition is even, bit m is set to
‘‘0’’. This process is continued for all 8 parity bits.

If the frame is not byte aligned, the parity field is calculated
by zero extending the last four bits, calculating the bytewise
exclusive OR-ing of all the bytes as described above, then
swapping the higher and lower nibbles to give the correct
parity.

STOP BIT

The stop bit is present in all frames. It is used to delimit the
end of the frame for bit formats that require a definite end. It
is necessary for formats that end with a long zero pulse. IR
modes require a stop bit to distinguish between a ‘‘0’’ and a
‘‘1’’ in the next-to-last bit of a frame. The stop bit is read as
a ‘‘1’’, and is added for all modes.

DATA FRAME SEQUENCING AND TRANSMISSION

The NM95HS01/02 becomes operational any time a key is
pressed. When this happens, the code generator logic is
clocked to randomize the data and generate a new rolling
code. Once the code is generated, data frames using this
new code are repeatedly transmitted over the TX output pin
as long as the key remains pressed. These data frames are
separated by a pause whose length is programmable.

The transmission sequence is always begun by a preamble
if this option is enabled. The preamble is only transmitted
once, since its function is to wake the decoder from sleep
mode if it is powered down for battery conservation. The
preamble is then followed by a data frame, pause, data
frame, pause, . . . etc.
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Data Frame Fields (Continued)

KEY ID FIELD

The key ID field is another user option. Both its presence
and the length of its field can be configured in EEPROM. If
FixPresent e 0, no key ID field will be transmitted with the
frame. If FixPresent e 1, a 24-bit field will be transmitted.

The contents of the key ID field are programmable by the
user. Its purpose is to provide a unique identification code
for each user key to allow a decoder to identify a particular
key in applications where a decoder may be configured for
multiple keys. Since the key ID register allows 24 bits, there
are 224 possible key combinations. Each user key will be
unique, and take full advantage of the HiSeC Generator’s
high security coding scheme.

The field size is selected with the FixSize bit. If FixSize e 1,
the 24-bit field is selected. If FixSize e 0, the 20-bit field is
selected. Since a full 24 bits are allowed in the Key ID regis-
ter, the NM95HS01/02 will transmit the most significant 20
bits if FixSize e 0. The field is transmitted in the user-se-
lected bit coding format.

DATA FIELD

The data field is transmitted with every frame. It has several
uses, which are discussed here.

The primary use of the data field is to indicate which key
switch has been pressed. Since each key switch input can
be associated with a particular application, the decoder can
determine which function to initiate.

The data field is 4 bits long, and each key switch input is
associated with a particular bit in the field. If any key switch
is pressed, its corresponding bit in the data field will be seen
as a ‘‘1’’. Any key switch not pressed is seen as a default
‘‘0’’. Key bits are transmitted in the order: K1, K2, K3, K4.
The sync code field in the sync frame is a special case of
the data field, and is found in the same position in the data
frame. In any sync frame, the sync code is always 0000, so
the decoder can always distinguish between a normal data
frame and a sync frame. Since each bit represents a key,
and a data frame is initiated as a result of pressing a key, it
is not possible to have all zeroes in a normal data frame.

The data field can also serve as a low battery indicator. This
is an option which can be enabled by setting the Compar-
eEnable bit. If CompareEnable e 1, and the NM95HS01/02
detects a low battery level, the device will signal that fact by
alternating between transmitting normal data frames with
the correct key usage information, and transmitting normal
data frames with a data field of 1111. In the first data frame,
the data field will represent the true state of the four key
inputs. In the next frame, this field will be all ones. This
sequence will be repeated as long as frames are being
transmitted. For sync frames, this field will not alternate, and
the data will remain 0000 regardless of the battery level.
Setting CompareEnable e 0 disables the low battery detect
option.

DYNAMIC CODE FIELD

The dynamic code field is transmitted with every frame, and
its length is programmable. If DynSize e 0, a 24-bit field is
sent; if DynSize e 1, a 36-bit field is sent. Its function is to
provide a secure dynamic code which changes with each
new transmission. The field is the result of combining the
11-, 13-, and 16-bit CRC registers using non-linear logic and
feedback. The result of this process is stored in the
24-/36-bit buffer register. If DynSize e 0, 24 of the possible
36 bits are transmitted in the field. Increasing the field
length provides additional security.

The start code field in a sync frame is a special case of the
dynamic code field. In sync mode, 40 bits of data are sent
regardless of the setting of the DynSize bit.

PARITY FIELD

The parity field is an 8-bit field that is transmitted with every
frame to ensure data integrity. It is a user option that is
enabled by setting ParityPresent e 1.

The parity check is a bytewise exclusive OR-ing of all the
bytes in the data frame from the sync field to the dynamic
code field. The preamble, parity field and stop bit are not
included. In practice, the parity process works as follows: bit
m of the 8-bit parity field is a modulo 2 addition of the data
frame bits m, ma8, ma16, . . . to the end of the frame. If
the addition of the ‘‘1’’s in these bits is odd, bit m of the
parity field is set to ‘‘1’’. If the addition is even, bit m is set to
‘‘0’’. This process is continued for all 8 parity bits.

If the frame is not byte aligned, the parity field is calculated
by zero extending the last four bits, calculating the bytewise
exclusive OR-ing of all the bytes as described above, then
swapping the higher and lower nibbles to give the correct
parity.

STOP BIT

The stop bit is present in all frames. It is used to delimit the
end of the frame for bit formats that require a definite end. It
is necessary for formats that end with a long zero pulse. IR
modes require a stop bit to distinguish between a ‘‘0’’ and a
‘‘1’’ in the next-to-last bit of a frame. The stop bit is read as
a ‘‘1’’, and is added for all modes.

DATA FRAME SEQUENCING AND TRANSMISSION

The NM95HS01/02 becomes operational any time a key is
pressed. When this happens, the code generator logic is
clocked to randomize the data and generate a new rolling
code. Once the code is generated, data frames using this
new code are repeatedly transmitted over the TX output pin
as long as the key remains pressed. These data frames are
separated by a pause whose length is programmable.

The transmission sequence is always begun by a preamble
if this option is enabled. The preamble is only transmitted
once, since its function is to wake the decoder from sleep
mode if it is powered down for battery conservation. The
preamble is then followed by a data frame, pause, data
frame, pause, . . . etc.
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Teensy 3.1
CC1101

RollJam 
(I’m bad at names)



National Semiconductor 
“High Security Rolling 
Code” chip

Thanks Michael Ossmann for 
helping decipher this!







Lessons
❖ Encrypt/hash the button/action
❖ HMAC to prevent bit flipping if encrypted
❖ Use time-based algorithm (e.g. RSA SecurID               

[20 years old], “Dual KeeLoq” does this as of 2014)
❖ OR challenge/response via transceivers instead of 

one-way communication
❖ Many vehicles have keys that RX+TX yet the remote 

unlock signal is still one-way and not timing based



Thank You!!!
YOU! 
EFF 
Michael Ossmann 
Travis Goodspeed 
Andy Greenberg 
atlas of d00m 

My mom 
Defcon 
TI 
#hackrf 
#ubertooth 

Charlie Miller 
Chris Valasek 
Mike Ryan 
Andrew Crocker 
Nate Cardozo 
Kurt Opsahl 

@SamyKamkar    http://samy.pl
         http://samy.pl/youtube
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http://samy.pl/youtube

